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Hotel and Retail Industry

Overview

• The hotel sector is the segment of the service industry that deals with guest 
accommodation or lodgings. By most definitions, the hotel industry refers not 
only to hotels, but also to many other forms of overnight accommodation, 
including hostels, motels, inns and guest houses. However, it does not usually 
include long-term or permanent forms of accommodation.

• Due to the nature of hotel services, it is closely associated with the travel and 
tourism industry.

• By definition, a hotel is a managed building or establishment, which provides 
guests with a place to stay overnight, on a short-term basis,  in exchange for 
money. The precise features and services provided to guests can vary quite 
considerably from one hotel to another, and hotel owners generally aim to 
attract a particular type of customer through their pricing model and 
marketing strategy, or via the range of services they offer.

1Source: Journal of Tourism, Mordor Intelligence
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Services | Overview
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• Services sector experienced a notable deceleration in FY19, posting only a 3.8 percent growth compared to the average growth rate of 6.2 
percent during the previous FY16-FY18 period. It is worth noting that in FY20, the services sector was already feeling the pinch from a 
slowdown in the industrial sector as well as from imports. Finally, the onset of Covid-19 significantly dampened the services sector growth to -
0.6 percent; this contraction is unprecedented in Pakistan’s economic history. 

• In the aftermath of the Covid-19 outbreak and the imposition of a country-wide strict lockdowns (entailing closure of shopping malls, non-
essential retail shops, hotels, restaurants, and other commercial centers), economic activity in the wholesale and retail trade plunged sharply .

Source: Pakistan Economic Survey, SBP 2
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Global Industry | Overview

3Source: American  Hotel and Lodging Association, IHG Annual Report
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• The US Hotel Industry is leading the market with 
largest market share of 40%, following its is China with 
market share of 9%, while the rest of the world covers 
51 % of the market share.

• Leading Hotel Brands across the globe  in terms of 
market share are:
• Marriott International Inc
• IHG Intercontinental Hotel Group
• Hilton
• Wyndham 
• Accor SA
• Belmond Ltd
• Hyatt Corporation
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Global Industry | Overview

4Source: American  Hotel and Lodging Association

• The corona virus pandemic has made a huge impact on the global hotel industry, 
consequently  many countries being in full or partial lock down. Governments from 
around the world have imposed travel restrictions, with closed borders and no 
domestic or international flights. Since the beginning of 2020, many local and 
international events have either been postponed or cancelled. These include the 
Olympic Games, UEFA EURO 2020, and the world’s biggest travel expo, ITB Berlin, 
where over 150,000 visitors were expected to attend.

• Covid-19 is having an unprecedented impact on the US hotel industry. The full fallout is 
unknown, as the ultimate scale of the outbreak is yet to be determined. However, 
travel restrictions and social distancing policies have had a drastic effect on the 
industry. Hotel occupancy in the US has dropped to ~53% and revenue per available 
room has declined by ~32.5% for March 2021, according to Smith Travel Research . The 
World Travel and Tourism Council estimates that more than ~50 mln jobs in the travel 
and tourism sector could be at risk globally. Some hotels have experienced up to ~90% 
losses in bookings while some have had to close down. Cancelled reservations and lack 
of bookings have resulted in loss of revenue for hotels. 

• Similarly, the room occupancy rate dropped to 44% in FY20. The onset of the Covid-19 
pandemic brought hotel occupancy to a historic low of 24.5% in April 2020.
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Global Industry | Market Trends
Going forward, hotels will have to change their operating protocols with regards to staff and guests. Here are a few key areas to be 
considered to resume hotel operations;

1. More vigorous cleaning and sanitation of public touch-areas.
2. Reduction in guest cross-contamination.
3. Reduce staff contact at entry gates, meal timings, etc.
4. Greater emphasis on checking incoming people – and, unfortunately for hotels, we may have to be stricter “policemen” with 

potentially sick guests or staff members
5. Some guest contact points will have to be changed to reduce contact as much as possible
6. Some in-room amenities and facilities may have to be removed to reduce guest touch points
7. Restaurants and meeting facilities will have to be realigned to account for social distancing, which means decreasing occupancy of 

these areas

5Source: Journal of Tourism, Hospitality Insights, Ernst and Young, Tribune, Forbes
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Local Industry | Overview

• The operations of hotel industry in Pakistan  can be traced back to  the time of  its independence in 1947.  The industry grew over 
time, with small to medium sized hotels to international hotel giants. For example, one of the early local hotels  (The Hotel Mehran 
and The Avari Towers) are now recognized as   international brands in hotel industry.  Moreover these are the   dominant hotel 
chains operating  in largest domain of Karachi, Lahore, Islamabad and Dubai.

• Amidst the current Covid 19 pandemic, Pakistan's tourism and hospitality industry are at great risk, as people are unable to visit 
Pakistan amidst safety measures and various lockdowns that are imposed by the government. And the market is witnessing severe
losses. 

• In pre Covid era, the country projected  a boom in  international tourism and was preparing to  welcome the tourists across the 
globe. One of the reasons were that Pakistan topped the Conde Nast Traveler’s list of best holiday destinations for 2020 in the last 
year 2019. Along with the recent royal visit of Duchess and Duke from The United Kingdom  witnessing the charm of Kalash valley 
and mesmerizing mountains, then the religious visit of Buddhist chief monk from Thailand, who launched “Bell of Peace” at Taxila, 
one of the oldest cities of the region (subcontinent), housing history and culture of several civilizations. 

• The Pakistani government and people hoped the development would attract more investment in tourism-affiliated businesses and 
help create better-paying jobs. The government had also announced plans to develop and promote tourism and relax visa 
restrictions for foreign travelers. But the onset of Covid 19 and restrictions on worldwide travel have disrupted the government's 
plans and the country couldn't implement the government's tourism strategy in 2020. 

6Source: Journal of Tourism, Hospitality and Sports, BBC, Conde Nast Traveler
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Local Industry | Supply

• Key Players: The key players in hotel and retail industry include: Pearl 
Continental, Marriott Hotels, Avari Hotels, Serena Hotels, Nishat Hotels and 
Mövenpick Hotel.

• Competition In terms of brand awareness, few of the players currently 
dominate the market. The travel and tourism companies in the company 
are offering various international and inbound tourism packages to attract a 
large number of customers and to gain a more competitive advantage. 

• As Pakistan, is emerging as a tourist destination among travelers, various 
international and national hotel chains have created a strong presence in 
the market in terms of their services and offerings.

7Source: Company Websites, IHG Annual Report

Key 
Players

Pearl 
Continental

Marriott Hotels

Avari Hotels

Serena Hotels

Nishat Hotels

Mövenpick Hotel

Hotel No of Rooms Operational Cities
Pearl Continental 1,526                           6                                                    

Serena 828                              8                                                    

Avari 508                              2                                                    

Hotel The One 786                              16                                                  

Marriott 505                              2                                                    

Movenpick 407                              1                                                    

Nishat Hotels 261                              1                                                    

Total 4,821                           36                                                  
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Local Industry | Demand
• The rise in purchasing power, the desire for travel experiences and the 

increasing number of digital influences are the key driving factors that  
influences the growth of  the travel industry. 

• Tourism and Hotel Industry: The hotel and tourism industry have for long 
been interrelated due to their interdependent nature. A country’s hotel 
industry is a symbol of its hospitality for foreigners Tourism is a source of 
income to the country and also promotes a country’s image on a global 
level. Tourists arriving in a country invariably need a place to stay if they 
do not have family or friends in that particular country and that is where 
the hotel industry comes in. therefore, both are dependent on each other. 

• The global pandemic has adversely impact the tourism and hotel industry, 
showing decreased revenue growth.

• The international tourism receipts were at peak, in FY19 as compared to 5 
year  industry  estimates, which is estimated to  the lowest in FY20-21, 
due to current global pandemic.

• Over the past 5 years  the inbound tourism expenditures has always been  
lower than the  outbound, which reflects critical  expenditure gap, that 
requires some policy action.

8Source: Ernst Young, World bank, Tribune
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Business Risk
• The revenue of hotel industry is driven by demand of tourism, as tourism drops the trend is visible in the revenue of the sector.
• The revenue growth of the sector, increased from FY17 to FY19, while it decreased from FY19 to 9MFY21. the decrease in revenue is 

reflecting the impact of Covid 19 pandemic.
• Due to the lockdown and restrictions imposed by the Government of Pakistan, the entities remained fully/partially closed for operations
• The profit margins declined from FY19 to FY20, reflecting the impact of Covid 19, but the loss was minimized using cost efficiency 

mechanism by some  key market players
• Cost breakup:  the major portion of cost is consumed by salaries and wages, that is around ~25%, while depreciation; fuel and power  are 

around ~23% and ~15% respectively. As these three being the major costs, any change in these would have an impact the business of the 
sector.

Source: APCMA, PACRA Internal Database, Companies Financials 9
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Business risk | Business Models

10Source: Journal of Tourism, Mordor Intelligence, Intercontinental Hotel Group Annual report

• Franchised – owned and 
operated by parties distinct from 
the brand, who pay fees to the 
hotel company for the use of 
their brand.

• Managed – operated by a party 
distinct from the hotel owner, 
who pays management fees and, 
if the hotel uses a third-party 
brand name, fees to that third-
party also.

• Owned – operated and 
branded by the owner who 
bears all of the cost but 
benefits from all of the 
income.

• Leased – similar to owned, 
except the owner-operator 
does not have outright 
ownership of the hotel but 
leases it from the ultimate 
owner.

Owner-operated, asset-heavy modelFee-based, asset-light model
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Financial Risk
• The borrowing mix trend shows that the major borrowing of the sector comprises of Fixed and long term borrowings, estimated around ~45%, 

which decreased by ~11% from previous year, while working and short term borrowing comprises of ~22%, decreased by ~ 8% from previous 
year.

• Net working capital has increased from FY19 to FY20, due to increased inventory days, the increased inventory days reflects the change due to 
new projects and mergers started by some companies in the hotel sector.  Moreover the increase in net working capital is due to the increased 
payable. Increased payable days reflect the delays made in payment of long term loans.

Source: PACRA Internal Database, Companies Financials 11
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Rating Curve

Source:  PACRA Internal Database 12
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• PACRA rates 2 clients in the hotel and retail industry. Rating bandwidth of the sector ranges from A to A-. The rating of both of the 
entity is maintained, while the outlook of an entity is kept negative, considering the  current industry dynamics.
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Regulatory Mechanisms

Source: Pakistan Hotel Association 13

• Pakistan Hotels Association PHA  was established in 1963 under Section 3 of the Trade Organizations Ordinance, 1961 and the license was 
granted by the Ministry of Commerce. All the compliance of the required law are being fulfilled till to date and according to the Ministry of 
Tourism.

• This body is the only representative body of hotel industry in Pakistan.

• All the leading hotels in Pakistan from One to Five Star are the members of this Association.

• On the other hand, it is the platform, where PHA communicates between the stake holders and the government, if there is any situation 
relating to tax, infrastructure and policies etc. etc. 

• The Association played a vital role in advising the Ministry of Tourism as well as the Government of Pakistan and the Governments of 
respective provinces to resolve the matters pertaining to the hotel industry. The Executive Committee of the Association since from the 
beginning has had all the professional hoteliers of Pakistan on board.



Cement

• Negative revenue growth due to global 
pandemic.

• High Competition among major players.

• High prices 

• Burden of taxation

• Increased payable days due to 
inefficiency in payments of long term 
loans.

• More tourism, brings more revenue to the 
hotel sector.

• Less barriers to entry.

• New mergers/ projects.

• Contribution to local economy.

• High profit industry.

• Bringing more employment opportunities Strengths

Threats Opportunities

Weaknesses

• Dynamic Prices

• Competitive Industry

• More tourism brought back to Pakistan 
Local and International.

• Improving infrastructure under CPEC 
related projects

• Restriction on tourism due to 
terrorism.

• The government spending on tourism.

• Pakistan’s image of being a terrorism 
spot.

• Third wave of Covid-19 lockdown and 
possible lock down

• Local Unrest

Hotel and Retail Industry
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Impact after Covid 19

Source: Ernst and Young, Forbes, Tribune, Dawn News 15

• The Covid-19 pandemic has shifted the landscape of the hotel industry  reflecting through business drop and travel restrictions.

• Following the preventive measures of Coronavirus small and medium scale hotels had to send their workers on unpaid leaves and even their 
foreign managers since they have no money for paying the salaries. Moreover, due to the poor availability of health care facilities among the 
country the government of Pakistan had come on the resolution of converting hundreds of 3-star and 4-star hotels into quarantine centers 
to facilitate the populace.

• Pre-Covid-19, real disposable income and real household wealth were drivers of tourism, with GDP as a proxy for business demand, and this 
was part of the demand forecasting model. Covid-19 has changed the market dynamics and added many variables that didn’t exist before.

• The pandemic’s effect on individual hotel performance depends heavily on market and asset type, making a more individualized approach to 
forecasting the demand. For example, some full-service hotels in leisure-oriented markets have observed strong weekend demand, followed 
by merely single-digit occupancy during weekdays due to a halt in business travel. Other full-service hotels located in gateway markets 
and/or exposed to corporate and convention demand are operating at record low occupancy figures.

• There’s improbability regarding the customers’ willingness to spend upon  on hotels. Business travel is practically zero and consumers from 
all demographics and markets have a general fear of traveling because of the global pandemic.

• For retaining the business, the giant hotel chains s are planning ways for cutting their cost and limiting their business and the strategies of 
downsizing and down scoping has been adopted. Also, bookings are being specified for specific essential travel and stays.
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Outlook: Negative
• Demand for the hotel business  is  associated with the growth  in the tourism sector. The accommodation need is the driving factor 

that connects the hotel and tourism industry. Thus, the advancement  in the tourism sector and public tourism policies/ programs
have  critical  importance for the stability of the  hotel sector

• Moreover, the development in hotel sector is associated with the growth in GDP and other business-related activity, thus any 
adverse drive could have a dominant impact on the industry profitability and social income indicators.

• The market concentration is high at top level, with few players dominating the market on the bases of market share and brand value.
• The market  is relatively price elastic among  economy class hotels, where customer preference for certain price ranges can effect the 

business of relative players. 
• The Covid-19 pandemic caused a disruption in the business activity of hotel sector, due to  its characteristic of being highly  humanely 

exposed business  and triggered a significant surge in economic uncertainty. The pandemic, affected the demand with having lowest 
occupancy rates across the sector.

• The revenue growth of the sector, increased from FY17 to FY19, while it decreased from FY19 to 9MFY21. the decrease in revenue is 
reflecting the impact of Covid 19 pandemic. The hotel business dropped  because of the  lockdown  restrictions imposed by the
Government of Pakistan, which caused the closure of regular hotel operations. The fear associated with pandemic caused the business 
proceedings and tours to be  cancelled. The social impact of the pandemic have changed the mindset of the  people, as they  are now  
disinclined to make travel plans 2020 and  2021, due  to the uncertainties caused by the pandemic.

• Going forward, small scale hotels may not be able to bear the loss,  and would  have to choose to close their businesses. But things 
would be slightly  better for big hotel giants, only if they  adopted  new strategic business models corresponding to market dynamics.

• Countries are now adopting new policies to cop up with the new era of unedifying environmental challenges of global pandemic. But 
the humanely exposed characteristics of the hotel sector, still  makes the business  of the sector vulnerable to possible pandemic 
restrictions

16



• World Bank
• Pakistan Hotel Association
• Pakistan Tourism Association
• Pakistan Economic Survey
• State Bank of Pakistan
• Pakistan Bureau of Statistics
• Companies Financial Statements
• PACRA Internal Database

DISCLAIMER
PACRA has used due care in preparation of this document. Our information has been obtained from sources we consider to be reliable but its
accuracy or completeness is not guaranteed. The information in this document may be copied or otherwise reproduced, in whole or in part,
provided the source is duly acknowledged. The presentation should not be relied upon as professional advice.
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